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Part 2 - SWOT analysis 
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)



Strength One:
What works well?

Can hang tee shirts and shirts 
with narrow collars well. 



Strength Two:
What works well?
Can hang cami tops from the 
small hooks from the hanger and 
they won’t slip off.



Strength Three:
What works well?
Hangs in the closet and doesn’t 
fall off.



What needs improvement?

• Shirts with wide collars fall off 
easily.

Weakness One



What needs improvement?

• The sides are slippery

Weakness Two



What needs improvement?

• The top hook doesn’t swivel

Weakness Three



First competitor analysis

• The notches on the side allow for 
wide collared shirts to hang 
without falling off

Threats



Second competitor analysis

• This hanger is made of wood 
and the sides are not slippery 
and it is harder for the shirts to 
slip off


• Small notch allows for camis to 
be held without falling off

Threats



Third competitor analysis

• The hook swivels, which allows 
you to put it on the dowel the 
same way 

Threats



Part 3 - Concepts for Improvement  



CONCEPTS:
Opportunity for Improvement 1

I would have there be a clipping system for the sides of 
the hanger that would keep the shirt from falling off and 
would allow you to hang skirts/pants as well.



CONCEPTS:
Opportunity for Improvement 2 

Make the body of the hanger be made of wood or 
another non-slippery material



CONCEPTS:
Opportunity for Improvement 3 

Have the hook be able to swivel so it can be placed in 
the closet either way.



Part 4 - Redesign



The Redesign:
Highlighted Improvement
Improvement 1:
Materials: 


I would change the material 
that the hanger is made out of. 
The main body would be made 
out of quality wood, the hook 
out of metal and the clips out 
of plastic



The Redesign:
Highlighted Improvement
Improvement 2:
Add clips to the sides so that 
clothes like shirts and skirts 
won’t slip off.



The Redesign:
Highlighted Improvement
Improvement 3:
Have the hook be able to 
swivel.


